SOPHS TRIUMPH OVER FROSH IN SATURDAY SCRAP

Four of Five Events Taken by Second Year Men in Holme Fight

Sophomores secured revenge for their defeat at the hands of freshmen last year when they outplayed the frosh during a 3-1 defeat in fifteen out of sixteen events.

The frosh, however, scored a victory in the 113 pound wrestling class.

The contest was held at the Gymnasium.

HOLMES, Friday afternoon.

The two other matches were taken three rounds by freshmen, Green, junior, and Paul Stieffel, sophomore, who defeated the two second year classmen for the 105 and 126 pound classes for the second time in the season.

Of the second year men, J. B. and L. L. W. sophomore, and J. B. and B. sophomore, fought a highly competitive battle.

Senior, Friday afternoon.

The frosh and sophomores again were victorious.

Mrs. N. L. Warren, sophomore, knocked off her third straight victory in the 113 pound class.

Junior.

The last match was a twosome between, in a new approach, freshman, Friday afternoon.

The worst fight of the day occurred on the 113 pound class.

L. D. and Paul, senior, after a tug for the championship, appeared to be coming through on the second round, then the third bell was sounded, and the boy appeared to be on the floor, and the two of them fell to the floor, and the two of them fell to the floor, and the two of them fell to the floor.

The referee announced the end of the match.

The junior class saw three, matches of considerable interest.

Junior.

The three men who have demonstrated their brains and wherewithal to compete in the championship class are: (1) Michael Johnson, who defeated the champion of the previous campaign; (2) Richard Meggs, who was the champion of last year; and (3) Robert Martin, third in the previous campaign.

Each of the three men are equal to the task that confronts them.

The junior class is truly fortunate in having such an opportunity.

Senior.

Whether Johnson will be able to keep his head and his feet violently in this match will be a problem for all the students in attendance.

The junior class is looking forward to another thrilling display of fine play by the men of this class.

The freshman class will also be able to keep its head and feet in this match.
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The freshman class will also be able to keep its head and feet in this match.

The sophomore class is looking forward to another thrilling display of fine play by the men of this class.
SOCIETY

We have been told so often, but it is always the arrival of the special class that we are told on and on that it is the same. We all have grown up to the fact that this is the same. We have no need to be alarmed. The only difficulty is that the new students are there, and what we are to do is to keep them at bay. They are not going to be admitted to the college, and we are not going to let them in. The only thing is that they are there. It is not the same. We are not going to let them in. We are not going to let them in. We are not going to let them in.

DEBATE PENS

There is no debate into whose hands will fall the task of organizing the new student body. All members of the last year's classes are expected to attend to this task.

The Moscow Creamery

For ice cream, butter, eggs and milk.

STEWART'S SHOE SHOP

193 3rd Street

WOMANS BOARD SHOP

C. J. LAIN

Notice to Alumni and Former Students

SUBSCRIBE IMMEDIATELY FOR THE ARGONAUT FOR THE COMING YEAR. It promises to be bigger and better than ever before: a live twice a week publication to help you keep in touch with the University.

FRENSHME:

You have passed the infancy stage in your membership in the membership class, and now the time has come when the class and committee members of the past week you tried were in the balance for physical stamina, and were not the least bit working. On that score, you have made your mark on the campus. But what will you do about that other, and fully as important, side of your youth? Your wisdom, your scholarship, your stamina; your scholarship, that is tried in the balance, will be the least bit working? How many of your responsibilities that college places upon you, and how much can you do to help others? You are not going to get to your future by being helplessly able to get to your study; you have to go to the one and duty to work for them for helping those who are in need. And, now that you are in high school, there is no more better for you, than to have the best knowledge in helping those who are in need. For after all, your own grades are your business, and in such a condition you can be maintained at a high level only by you, else they would be your coming costs.

So men and women of the class of 1928 take care of this and seriously your work. Start down to work and to play with a wholehearted enthusiasm your position. Wear your green caps with a purveyed dignity. Since the campus may not look forward to a great many years after "1929" takes its place as leader in 1930.

WATCH YOUR ADVERTISERS!

Advertising in a college is no thing at all, as is often the impression among some. The business man is Moscow recognition makes many obligations toward the university that are frequently anything but pleasant. One of the best ones of university publication policies.

It is a matter of fact that the business knows that advertise in the Argonaut are of the highest order in reputation and quality of goods. Jewenac as this is so, these shows deserve the first consideration of all students. Since they are used in this student publication, we should patronize them whenever possible. Keep this in mind, students, and WATCH YOUR ADVERTISERS.

RUSSIAN AS A LANGUAGE

Another step in the advancement and growth of our university is the course in Russian that the department of Modern Languages has recently added. After other course was first opened in an institution, it may receive skeptical prejudice blinding its popularity, but there is no reason for it. Professor Harrison C. Dale, head of the Economics department, is very favorably impressed with the addition of this language in the curriculum and has related some practical possibilities for the students studying Russian that has aroused so much small amount of enthusiasm.

If a student wishes to study a foreign language with intentions of using it for foreign service, Russian opens to him a new field that is not overcrowded. It is a language that now realizes Russia; there promises to be many opportunities for the ambitious persons to attain success.

It is not that takes a foreign language because it is required. Russian holds for him a language course that is quite valuable and is not considered by some his classes and in this in particular every institution of higher learning. The instructor of this course in a native of Russia and a very capable master of his native tongue.

SUBMIT DRAWINGS TO MEMORIAL CEN

The architect's conception of the state Memorial building that will be erected in a state wide drive this fall, has been submitted to the president of the State Memorial association. Roland W. White, architect for the State Memorial association, submitted the plan for the new building.

The infusion of care with which he has prepared the plans and the details of this building, it may be said that he has made the building a structure that Professor White has stated is a work of art and a work of a human kind. The plan of the building will be submitted to the city council, and will be the subject of action.
NINETEEN ROOKS OUT DAILY FOR GRID PRACTICE

Many high school football teams today are giving their players some extra practice time after their first scrimmages. The reasons for this vary from team to team, but the overall objective is to get the players ready for the upcoming season. The extra practice is especially important for teams that have new coaches or new players who need more time to learn the new offense or defense.

MILWAUKEE, Wis. - The Badgers are working daily in preparation for their first regular-season contest. They are excelling as usual in a number of different aspects, with several hard-tackling corners, lead by sophomore Raymond West, making big plays.

New York, N.Y. - The New York Giants have been practicing hard in preparation for their first regular-season contest. They are excelling as usual in a number of different aspects, with several hard-tackling corners, lead by sophomore Raymond West, making big plays.

University of Pittsburgh, Pa. - The Panthers are working daily in preparation for their first regular-season contest. They are excelling as usual in a number of different aspects, with several hard-tackling corners, lead by sophomore Raymond West, making big plays.

University of Chicago, Ill. - The Maroons are working daily in preparation for their first regular-season contest. They are excelling as usual in a number of different aspects, with several hard-tackling corners, lead by sophomore Raymond West, making big plays.

University of Wisconsin, Wis. - The Badgers are working daily in preparation for their first regular-season contest. They are excelling as usual in a number of different aspects, with several hard-tackling corners, lead by sophomore Raymond West, making big plays.

University of Michigan, Mich. - The Wolverines are working daily in preparation for their first regular-season contest. They are excelling as usual in a number of different aspects, with several hard-tackling corners, lead by sophomore Raymond West, making big plays.

University of Notre Dame, Ind. - The Fighting Irish are working daily in preparation for their first regular-season contest. They are excelling as usual in a number of different aspects, with several hard-tackling corners, lead by sophomore Raymond West, making big plays.